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Comparison Operators
 Given that x=5;



Logical Operators

 Given that x=6 and y=3 



Conditional Operator

 Syntax:
variablename=(condition)?value1:value2



if ... else statement

 JavaScript supports conditional statements which are used to 
perform different actions based on different conditions.

 JavaScript supports following forms of if..else statement:
 if statement
 if...else statement
 if...else if... statement.



if statement:
 Syntax:

if (expression){ Statement(s) to be executed if expression is true } 



if...else statement:
 Syntax:

if (expression) { 
Statement(s) to be executed if expression is true }

else { 
Statement(s) to be executed if expression is false 

} 



if...else if... statement:
 Syntax:

if (expression 1) { 
Statement(s) to be executed if expression 1 is true 

}else if (expression 2){ 
Statement(s) to be executed if expression 2 is true 

}else if (expression 3){ 
Statement(s) to be executed if expression 3 is true 

}else{ 
Statement(s) to be executed if no expression is true 

} 





Switch Case
 The basic syntax of the switch statement is to give an expression to 

evaluate and several different statements to execute based on the 
value of the expression. The interpreter checks each case against 
the value of the expression until a match is found. If nothing 
matches, a default condition will be used. 

 The break statements indicate to the interpreter the end of that 
particular case. 







while Loops
 The purpose of a while loop is to execute a statement or code block 

repeatedly as long as expression is true. Once expression becomes 
false, the loop will be exited. 

 Syntax:
while (expression){ 
Statement(s) to be executed if expression is true 
} 





Math Object

 The Math object allows you to perform mathematical tasks. 
 Syntax:

var x = Math.PI; // Returns PI
var y = Math.sqrt(16); // Returns the square root of 16 

 Math Object Properties



Math Object Methods





Cookies
 Web Browser and Server use HTTP protocol to communicate and 

HTTP is a stateless protocol. 

 But for a commercial website it is required to maintain session 
information among different pages. For example one user 
registration ends after completing many pages. 

 Using cookies is the most efficient method of remembering and 
tracking preferences, purchases, commissions, and other 
information required for better visitor experience or site statistics. 



Storing Cookies:
 The simplest way to create a cookie is to assign a string value to the 

document.cookie object, which looks like this: 
 Syntax:

document.cookie = "key1=value1;key2=value2;expires=date"; 

 JavaScript escape() function to encode the value before storing it in 
the cookie. 

 unescape() function when you read the cookie value. 





Browser Detection
 The Navigator object contains all information about the visitor's 

browser 



Form Validation

 JavaScript can be used to validate data in HTML forms before 
sending off the content to a server. 
 has the user left required fields empty? 
 has the user entered a valid e-mail address? 
 has the user entered a valid date? 
 has the user entered text in a numeric field? 



 Required Fields



E-mail Validation
 The input data must contain an @ sign and at least one dot (.). Also, 

the @ must not be the first character of the email address, and the 
last dot must be present after the @ sign, and minimum 2 characters 
before the end.



Timing Events
 To execute some code at specified time-intervals. 

 setInterval() - executes a function, over and over again, at specified time 
intervals 

 setTimeout() - executes a function, once, after waiting a specified 
number of milliseconds 



Stop the Execution



Javascript animation
 You can use JavaScript to create a complex animation such as 

Object movements, etc.

 JavaScript can be used to move a number of DOM elements (<img 
/>, <div> or any other HTML element) around the page according to 
some sort of pattern determined by a logical equation or function.

 JavaScript can also set a number of attributes of a DOM object 
including its position on the screen. You can set top and left attribute 
of an object to position it anywhere on the screen. Here is the simple 
syntax:



Manual Animation:
 Using JavaScript function 

getElementById() to get a DOM 
object and then assigning it to a 
global variable imgObj.

 Defined an initialization function 
init() to initialize imgObj where we 
have set its position and left
attributes.

 Calling initialization function at the 
time of window load.

 Finally, Calling moveRight()
function to increase left distance 
by 10 pixels. You could also set it 
to a negative value to move it to 
the left side.



Automated Animation
 Automate how an image 

moves to right by using 
JavaScript function 
setTimeout()

 The moveRight() function is 
calling setTimeout()
function to set the position 
of imgObj.

 Added a new function stop()
to clear the timer set by 
setTimeout() function and to 
set the object at its initial 
position.



Rollover with a Mouse Event
 The onMouseOver event 

handler is triggered when the 
user's mouse moves onto the 
link, and the onMouseOut event 
handler is triggered when the 
user's mouse moves away from 
the link (image).

 When the mouse is moved 
away from the link, the initial 
image html.gif will reappear on 
the screen.



Attractive Hover Menu using CSS & JavaScript

 100% CSS based hover 
menu



Attractive Hover Menu using CSS & JavaScript





Finish
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